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DIRECTORATE OF FISHERIES ALLOWED ILLEGAL BOTTOM TRAWLING   

 AND PROHIBITTED LEGALLY ALLOWED MIDWATER PAIR TRAWLING   

      
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Based on guide lines issued on 12-11-2014 section 5 bottom trawling and bottom pair or bull trawling was supposed to be prohibited Karnataka 

Government order issued on 15-11-2016 but by suppressing this fact legally allowed mid water pair twilling (section 4(d) was prohibited illegally by fisheries department despite central Government issued 

clarification under RTI Reply to me. In view of Central Government issuing a clarification in a RTI reply to me “Stating that “ It is also informed that this department has not issued any license to fishing boat 

operators of Karnataka .This department has also not issued any directives /Orders regarding engine power restrictions for fishing boats and has not issued any order o not to allow 280 HP mid water pair trawl “ . 

In view of this request is made to revoke Karnataka government order dated 15-11-2016 about banning bull trawling or pair trawling get automatically revoked as it is based on revoked guidelines of Union 

Government on 12-11-2014. 

 

In a reply to Malpe Trawl Boat Fishermen Association President Ganesh Suvarna Director of fisheries has replied that state government has totally prohibited bull trawling or pair trawling which was in practice 

along the coastal districts of Karnataka during the months of September to November by registered trawl boats which has offered the source of livelihood for 4,000 fishermen of Malpe area despite the fact that  the 

order issued on 15-11-2016 which is based on guide lines issued on 12-11-2014 which were revoked by  an order dated 30-01-2017 500 trawl boats are affected by this illegal  prohibition.This prohibition is made 

without making alternative arrangement of  conversion of  trawl boats into deep sea liners .It is now suggested that The Karnataka Government instead of just totally prohibiting fishing in the EEZ  territorial waters 

by bull or pair trawling by all trawl boats (Vessels) state could have provided  option of converting their bull / pair trawling /bottom trawling boats or trawl boats into deep sea liners .Under the initiative taken up 

under the "Blue Revolution" scheme, the Centre and state would allocate funds over a period of time for conversion of bottom trawling boats into deep sea liners and hand over the sanction letters to  beneficiaries of 

the Long Line Trawlers under the scheme and it would help fishermen to get better revenue and overcome problems of total prohibition of  waters by bull or pair trawling by all trawl boats (Vessels)  .Deep sea liners 

are expected to help fishermen make a turnaround in their fortunes against such a background. What Tamilnadu Government has done welfare to its fisherman Karnataka Government also has to do to its 

fisherman immediately and it cannot discriminate among its citizens. Until conversion happens trawl boats into deep sea liners the Karnataka government should allow the bull trawling or pair trawling or pay each 

fisherman  monthly compensation until it is  conversion happens trawl boats into deep sea liners happens. 

 

What is deep-sea fishing:  The activity of catching fish that live in the deep parts of the sea/ocean is called deep-sea fishing.• The boats are designed in such a way that fishermen get access to the deeper parts of the 

ocean and fish species.• It is practiced worldwide, especially in the coastal areas with no ecological damage. The central Government has two schemes one it provide to convert existing trawl boat into deep sea vessel 

by giving Rs 15 Lakhs subsidy if it is feasible or it can opt for new Deep fishing vessel at Rs 80 Lakhs  in which break up is 50% Government of India Rs 40 Lakhs and state government 20%  16 Lakhs  and 

Beneficiary contribution 10% 8 Lakhs and Institutional Finance 20 %  16 Lakhs total 00% 80 Lakhs .The beneficiary can meet is  contribution 10% by scrapping the old trawl boat once he get sanction letter .  

 

Realizing the immense scope for development of fisheries and aquaculture, the Government of India has restructured the Central Plan Scheme under an umbrella of Blue Revolution. The restructured Central Sector 

Scheme on Blue Revolution: Integrated Development and Management of Fisheries (CSS) approved by the Government provides for a focused development and management of the fisheries sector to increase both 

fish production and fish productivity from aquaculture and fisheries resources of the inland and marine fisheries sector including deep sea fishing. The scheme has the these components: National Fisheries 

Development Board (NFDB) and its activities. Development of Inland Fisheries and Aquaculture. Development of Marine Fisheries, Infrastructure and Post-Harvest Operations. Strengthening of Database & 

Geographical Information System of the Fisheries Sector. Institutional Arrangement for Fisheries Sector. Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) and other need-based Interventions. National Scheme on 

Welfare of Fishermen.The Scheme Blue Revolution: Integrated Development and Management of Fisheries is being implemented in consultation with all States & UTs. Besides the activities undertaken under both 

the marine and inland sectors, no specific role for the coastal states has been defined. The Blue Revolution is being implemented to achieve economic prosperity of fishermen and fish farmers and to contribute 

towards food and nutritional security through optimum utilization of water resources for fisheries development in a sustainable manner, keeping in view the bio-security and environmental concerns. Under the 

scheme, it has been targeted to enhance the fish production from 107.95 lakh tonnes in 2015-16 to about 150 lakh tonnes by the end of the financial year 2019-20. It is also expected to augment the export earnings 

with a focus on increased benefit flow to the fishers and fish farmers to attain the target of doubling their income. The Department has prepared a detailed National Fisheries Action Plan-2020(NFAP) for the next 5 

years with an aim of enhancing fish production and productivity and to achieve the concept of Blue Revolution. The approach was initiated considering the various fisheries resources available in the country like 

ponds & tanks, wetlands, brackish water, cold water, lakes & reservoirs, rivers and canals and the marine sector. This information was given by the Minister of State for Agriculture & Farmers Welfare , in reply to 

a question in Lok Sabha on 11-04-2017 . 

"Blue Revolution" with the Cabinet approving Rs 3,000 crore for the Integrated Development and Management of Fisheries scheme for a period of five years.The Central Sector Scheme, announced in the Budget, 

will cover development and management of inland fisheries, aquaculture, and marine fisheries including deep sea fishing, marine culture and all activities undertaken by the National Fisheries Development Board 

(NFDB) towards realising the “Blue Revolution”.The scheme would also encourage increasing private investment, entrepreneurship development, more Public Private Partnership (PPP) and better leveraging of 

institutional finance. Besides, the scheme encompasses skill development and capacity building in fisheries and allied activities, and creation of post-harvest and cold chain infrastructure facilities.The scheme will 

cover the activities of National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB), development of inland fisheries and aquaculture, marine fisheries infrastructure and post-harvest operations, strengthen database and 

geographical information system (GIS) of the fisheries sector among other aspects."The scheme provides for suitable linkages and convergence with the Sagarmala Project of the Ministry of Shipping, Mahatma 

Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNAREGA), Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY), National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM)," an official release said.The Central Sector Scheme 

aims at a focused and integrated approach for development and management of fisheries and aquaculture sector to ensure a sustained annual growth rate of 6-8 per cent as against an overall annual growth rate of 

about 4 per cent during the 11th Five Year Plan period.Besides providing a major impetus to the fishery sector, the scheme provides to encourage economically weaker sections such as Scheduled Castes (SCs), 

Scheduled Tribes (STs), Women and their co-operatives to take up fishing and fisheries related activities.The scheme would benefit the entire fisheries sector covering about 14.50 million fishers. Besides the fishers, 

the scheme would also benefit other stakeholders such as fish farmers, fisheries entrepreneurs, fish retailers, wholesalers, fish processors, fish exports and women groups amongst others. Besides the increase in fish 

production at the primary level, the scheme would also stimulate growth of the subsidiary and allied industries and growth of other related economic activities, especially in the coastal regions, leading to many direct 

and indirect benefits to the entire fisheries sector.Fisheries are a sunrise sector with varied resources and potential, engaging over 14.50 million people at the primary level and many more along the value chain. 

Transformation of the fisheries sector from traditional to commercial scale has led to an increase in fish production from 7.5 lakh tonne in 1950-51 to 100.70 lakh tonne during 2014-15, while the export earnings from 

the sector registered at Rs 33,441 crore or $5.51 billion in 2014-15.With an overall annual growth rate of about 4% during the 11th Five Year Plan period, the sector contributed about 0.92 per cent to India's Gross 

Domestic Production (GDP) and 5.58 per cent to the agricultural GDP in 2013-14. India contributes about 6.3 per cent of global fish production and 5 per cent of global trade, making it the second largest fish 

producing and second largest aquaculture nation in the world. 

I have asked The Public Information Officer and Under Secretary Fisheries Department provide me information and reasons under section 4(I) (d) RTI Act to affected 6000 140 HP small boat operators and its 

association and persons who were licensed under fisheries department and copy of that under 2(f) of RTI Act “ for not revoking state government order issued on 15-11-2016 which has totally prohibited fishing in 

the EEZ in territorial waters by bull or pair trawling by all boats (Vessels) which was based on EEZ guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 and Despite central government has withdrawn its EEZ 

guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 by an order dated 30-01-2017 revoking the guidelines and issued further order on 03-08-2017 it is clarified that any Indian fishing vessel licensed and registered 

in India and with fully Indian crew onboard is free to operate in  the Indian EEZ to do fishing in a sustainable manner and also provide information and reasons under section 4(I) (d) RTI Act to affected persons and 

copy of that under 2(f) of RTI Act for not allowing  140 HP + 140= 280 HP mid water pair trawl where as Fishries department has allowed 350 hp single boat midwater trawl and It is alleged that department is 

indirectly allowing illegal bottom trawling under the guise of 350 hp midwinter trawling by conniving with manufacturers of boat by calibrating 500 hp and 1000 hp boats as 350 hp boats were as mid water pair 

trawl is allowed by FAO United nation while banning bottom trawling even by single high power boat .  

 

It is reported that 140 hp boat operators are filing public interest litigation petition in High court or supreme court very shortly as Government has rejected small boat operators request to allow 140 HP + 140= 280 

HP pair trawl where as it has allowed 350 hp single boat trawl .They have requested government to allow 140 HP pair trawl as pair trawl ban has affected about 6000 140 HP boat operators in Karnataka. It is 

alleged that department is indirectly allowing illegal bottom trawling under the guise of 350 hp midwinter trawling by conniving with manufacturers of boat by calibrating 500 hp and 1000 hp boats as 350 hp boats  . 

Government of Karnataka with one stroke did injustice by banning 140 HP pair trawl which affected about 6000 140 HP boat operators while it has allowed 350 single boat operators midwinter trawling. It needs to 

exempt 140 HP mall boats from pair trawl ban. Small boats 0f 140 hp pair trawling was happening for last 20 years .You cannot disband them illegally without any logic .Provide them alternative lively hood or allow 

to continue pair trawling of 140 HP small boats. .The fisherman boat association has  requested  to clarify or modify the order issued by Department of Animal Husbandry Dairying & Fisheries (DADF) on 10-11-

2017 totally prohibiting fishing in the EEZ beyond territorial waters by bull or pair trawling by all boats (Vessels) instead of totally prohibiting fishing in the EEZ beyond territorial waters by “bottom bull or pair 

trawling” as it was totally prohibited in section 5 EEZ guidelines issued on 12-11-2014  and exempting “Pelagic or mid-water pair or bull trawling” as earlier  EEZ guidelines issued on 12-11-2014  permitted “Pelagic 

or mid-water trawling” by paring method which’s was allowed under EEZ guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 and revoked on 30-01-2017 and clarification order 03-08-2017 to do fishing in a 

sustainable manner. Small boats fisherman’s livelihood is affected and more than 50000 families are affected by order issued on 10-11-2017 totally prohibiting fishing in the EEZ beyond territorial waters by bull or 

pair trawling by all boats. Request is made to exempt “Pelagic or mid-water pair or bull trawling” as earlier EEZ guidelines issued on 12-11-2014 under 1(d) it was permitted and Environmentally No impact on 

bottom habitat and bottom structure of sea bed. Some fisherman have expressed that during August September October since the water temperature get reduced fishes will come to surface which can easily be caught 

by mid-water trawling” by paring method. 

 

Ban should only apply to bottom trawling or bottom pair trawling by big vessels (bottom bull trawling)  it damages environment and need to be banned as trawling net damages the seabed .Ban should not apply to 

mid water pelagic pair trawling  or 140 hp boats or vessels pair trawling for mid water pelagic pair trawling which does not affect the environment of sea bed .Banning pair mid water pelagic pair trawling amounts 

to snatching the livelihood coastal fisherman . Fish that live in the upper water column of the ocean are targeted by pelagic/ mid-water trawls and net does not go to seabed. In mid water trawling, a cone-shaped net 

can be towed behind a single boat and spread by trawl doors, or it can be towed behind two boats (pair trawling) which act as the spreading device. Midwater trawling catches pelagic fish such as anchovies, shrimp, 

tuna and mackerel. Midwater trawling is trawling, or net fishing, at a depth that is higher in the water column than the bottom of the ocean.  
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In view of Central Government order revoking EEZ guidelines issued on 12-11-2014 on 30-01-2017 and clarification order 03-08-2017 the Karnataka Fisheries department must allow small boats fisherman’s with 

140 HP boats conduct fishing business under pair trawling with “Pelagic or mid-water trawling” method which’s was allowed under EEZ guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 and revoked on 30-

01-2017 and clarification order 03-08-2017 to do fishing in a sustainable manner. And further in view of central government has withdrawn its EEZ guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 by an order 

on 30-01-2017 the Karnataka government order dated 15-11-2016 about banning bull trawling or pair trawling get automatically revoked as it is based on revoked guidelines of Union Government on 12-11-

2014.Request letter of “Malpe Trawl Boat Fishers association which is self explanatory for necessary action has reached the fisheries department . The CM of Tamilnadu state had taken strong objection to EEZ 

guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 by writing letter to Sri Naraendra Modi hon’ble Prime minister of India on 03-05-2015 and Indian coast guard informed Kerala High court in WP-C 

28818/2016 in court monitored probe by SIT consisting ED CBI NIA Vigilance Commission that central government has withdrawn its EEZ guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 by an order dated 

30-01-2017 revoking the guidelines and issued further order on 03-08-2017 it is clarified that any Indian fishing vessel licensed and registered in India and with fully Indian crew onboard is free to operate in  the 

Indian EEZ to do fishing in a sustainable manner and in view of central government has withdrawn its EEZ guidelines issued by Union Government on 12-11-2014 by an order on 30-01-2017 the Karnataka 

government order dated 15-11-2016 about banning bull trawling or pair trawling get automatically revoked  as it is based on revoked guidelines of Union Government on 12-11-2014 and Karnataka government must 

allow any Indian fishing vessel licensed and registered in India and with fully Indian crew onboard is free to operate in  the Indian EEZ to do fishing in a sustainable manner and Fisheries department must allow 

small boats fisherman’s with 140 HP boats conduct fishing business under “Pelagic or mid-water trawling” method by paring two boats . It is contrasted with bottom trawling. Midwater trawling is also known as 

pelagic trawling and bottom trawling as benthic trawling.  

 

State need to Clearly define fishing vessels of length below 24 metres OAL as coastal fishing vessels and fishing vessels of length 24 metres OAL and above as Deep Sea Fishing Vessel (DSFV). And Prohibition on pair 

trawling  should apply only to Deep Sea Fishing Vessel (DSFV) vessels of length 24 metres OAL and above which shall not participate in bottom pair trawling for sea fish and pair trolling should not apply to coastal 

fishing vessels and fishing vessels of length 24 metres OAL  for mid water pelagic trawling and for (a) fishing boats using nets with mesh in the cod end, in the mesh size ranges 16mm to 79mm inclusive; or (b) fishing 

boats using nets - (i) with mesh sizes in the cod end greater than 79mm; and (ii) incorporating any individual mesh, irrespective of its position within the net, greater than 300mm.Fisheries department must allow 

small boats fisherman’s with 140 HP boats conduct fishing business under  Pelagic or mid-water trawling which’s is allowed under EEZ guidelines. Pelagic trawls don’t come into contact with the seabed so are not 

associated with damage to marine habitat. Trawling is a method of fishing that involves pulling fishing net through the water behind one or more boats. The net that is used for trawling is called a trawl.  Guidelines 

for fishing operations in Indian Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) by Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture dated 12-11-2014 while banning Bull Trawling in section 5 but 

allows in guide lines section 1 (d) mid-water pelagic trawler method of fishing .Government of Karnataka fisheries department cannot disturb the activities of small boats of 140 HP boats with small nets who does 

their fishing above mid water and on surface water. Malpe Trawl Boat Fishermen Association has urged the government to allow mid-water pelagic trawler method of fishing for at least three months, as it is an old 

method of fishing which is being practiced for decades.  Mid-water pelagic trawler method of fishing was in practice along the coastal districts of Karnataka during the months of September to November. He alleged 

that Fisheries Department officials have been targeting only the fishermen who use small sized vessels to catch fish as they do not have capacity to do bull trawling as their boats are small. The small trawl fishing has 

stopped since the beginning of September and the fishermen families are struggling. Deputy Director, Fisheries Department, Udupi district has not been able to distinguish the difference between bull trawling and 

mid-water pelagic trawler method of fishing and unnecessarily stopping small boasts and fisherman livelihood   . 

 

 

The public authorities  functions  every day and they create information on the request letters and applications and grievances to public authorities as per organizational function and duties and as per the norms set 

by it for the discharge of its functions;  and as per the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records, held by it or under its control or used by its employees for discharging its functions and as per the  powers 

and duties and procedures followed in decision making process including channels of supervision and accountability as per  the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records ; under 4 (1) (b). The PA must 

declare publicly and provide information publicly and free of cost in respect of   (iii) the procedure followed in the decision making process, including channels of supervision and accountability; (iv) the norms set by 

it for the discharge of its functions; (v) the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records, held by it or under its control or used by its employees for discharging its functions; (vi) a statement of the categories 

of documents that are held by it or under its control; (vii) the particulars of any arrangement that exists for consultation with, or representation by, the members of the public in relation to the formulation of its 

policy or implementation thereof; (viii) a statement of the boards, councils, committees and other bodies consisting of two or more persons constituted as its part or for the purpose of its advice, and as to whether 

meetings of those boards, councils, committees and other bodies are open to the public, or the minutes of such meetings are accessible for public; (ix) a directory of its officers and employees; (x) the monthly 

remuneration received by each of its officers and employees, including the system of compensation as provided in its regulations; (xi) the budget allocated to each of its agency, indicating the particulars of all plans, 

proposed expenditures and reports on disbursements made; (xii) the manner of execution of subsidy programmes, including the amounts allocated and the details of beneficiaries of such programmes; (xiii) 

particulars of recipients of concessions, permits or authorizations granted by it; (xiv) details in respect of the information, available to or held by it, reduced in an electronic form; (xv) the particulars of facilities 

available to citizens for obtaining information, including the working hours of a library or reading room, if maintained for public use; (xvi) the names, designations and other particulars of the Public Information 

Officers; The above information created by everyday by PA need to be updated and put on electronic network every year as updated information.Under 4 (1) (c) information is created by PA: The PA need to publish 

all decisions and policies and relevant facts which affects public.  

            

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years 

in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees.  

 

Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

 


